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＜検定教科書＞
1984? ??????????The CROWN English Composition?????
1994? ??????????LAUREL Oral Communication A, B ?????
1994? ??????????The CROWN English Series I?????
1998? ??????????The CROWN English Series I, New Edition?????
1995? ?????????The CROWN English Writing?????
2009? ?????????BIG DIPPER Reading Course??????
2013? ?????????POLESTAR English Communication I??????





1972? ???Perception of Inter-syllabic Junctures.  Lexicon 1 ???????
259
1974? ???Intonational Continua in English ?????????9?????????????
1975? ??? Key’ in English Speech ??????????39????????
1977? ???Notes on Focus and Presupposition ??????26???????????
1978? ???The Rising Tunes in American English??????27???????????
1979? ??? The Glottal Stop and the Japanese Student of English ??????28???????
????
1980? ???The Secondary Stress in English??????29???????????
1983? ???Errors in Oral Comprehension??????32???????????
1983? ????????????????????????????
1984? ???The Underlayer of English Intonation??????33???????????
1986? ??? The English Fall-plus-rise Tune.  In Honor of Shigeru Takebayashi: Papers contributed 
on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday?????
1987? ??? Responsibilities of the Speech Coach. The Language Teacher, Vol.  11, no.  3. Japan 
Association of Language Teachers.
1990? ????????????????????????4?1???????????????
1991? ???Noncontrastive Accent and the Definition of the Nucleus ??????????????
1991? ?????????????????1???6???????????????????
1995? ???Listening Comprehension: The phonetic factor ??????43???????????
1995? ??? ?ALT???????????????????? A??????????????
?????
2001? ??? Teaching Skills of Argumentation: Incorporating debate into an EFL curriculum???
???????????????????????
2005? ????????????????????Chart Network 48??????
2005? ???????????????????????????????12??????????
2007? ??? ?????????????????????????? 56???????????
??????????










2012? ????????????????????Chart Network 67??????
2018? ??? Okuda, H., Suzuki, T., and Matsusaka, H. ?2018?. “Prime Minister Abe’s Critical Turn: 
From the Ideology of a ‘Beautiful Country’ to the Metaphor of ‘Three Arrows.? 
Randall A. Lake, ed. Recovering Argument.  London: Routledge.
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2003? ???Crown Plus English Series, Level 3?????
2005? ???????????????? Listening Skills???????
2007? ???????????????????????????? 
＜学会関係招待講演＞
2000? Teaching about Phonetic Ambiguity???????????
2002? A Critical Thinking Approach to the Teaching of Debate and Public Speaking??? JALT?






2009?  Critical Thinking Exercises in the EFL Classroom?????????? 34??????
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2005? Teaching Debate as a Way of Teaching EFL????? FD??????????











2011?  Communicative Language Teaching and the Role of the Teacher?ALT?????????
??????
2011?  English and Japanese Sound Systems in Contrast?EPSJ-UQ Institute on Phonetics in 
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2013?  ?????????????????? 4?????????????????????
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2013? ???????????? 4????????????????????????
2013?  ????????????????????? 4??????????????????
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2016?  ???????????????????????????? 28???????????
??????????
2016?  ??????????????????????? 41????????????????
???????????????
2018?  Making Tasks Manageable: Training in speaking in an English class??? 30?????
?????????????????????????
＜学会発表＞
1979? ???The Teaching of English Pronunciation to the Japanese Student ??????????
1981? ???Public Speaking and the Japanese Student of English ??????????
＜シンポジウム冒頭発言など＞
2003? Pronunciation Norms in TEFL in Japan?????????????? ??????????
2003?  ?????????????????????????? 2?????????????
??????????????????????????????????




2016?  ????????????????????????????????? 21??????
????????
2018?  Pronunciation on Universal Design Principles and Teacher Training ?? 57???????
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